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In collaboration with the M:alta Folklore Society an exhibition w::)-smganised 
supporting attraction during the period of the Congress. By courtesy of Dr 
Xuereb,Upiversity Librarian, it was mounted in theLibrary lobby where it wasopeil' 
to both Congress members and to all Library users. .. 

Within the physical limitations of this locale, the exhibition set out to nr.,",rom 

some of the salient features .of ancient Maltese folk-life roughly in the 
in Illustrations A-E. . 

The sectiQnon Fishing (111. A) centres on a scale model of a kind 
kn.own as, kajjik, .'~caique". Besides basket.traps (nases) one sees. a 
fisherman's hat made of. dried palm leaves, a small basket used by rod 
fishermen, and shallow cane baskets for carrying the day's catch; The eye pail1te<i 
on the caique's prow as a protection against harm is more clearly seen in Ill. B: 

Ills. -B and C show the slow transition in female costume from the veil t.othe 
uncovered head. Travellers' accounts describe Maltese women as going about 
veiled up to 1750-1760. In 1776 they began to discard this fashion. Included hete 
are reproductions from J. Houel's Voyage Pittoresque . .. (Tome IV, 1787). A 
Gozitan housewife, with a scarf covering part of her face, is seen carrying abasket
ful of freshly baked loaves resting on a ring-like cushion (qawwara) over her head. 
Two countrywomen, wearing the primitive head-dress known as culqana, are hawk
ing vegetables in a Valletta side street; Notice the characteristic stone well (neria) 
in the photo showing an early 20th century peasant woman drawing water fronia 
field well. . 

Ills .. B and C also include specimens of hand-loomed Malta weave cloth and 
traditional crochet work from Gozo. Notice the shawl; with knitted motif and: 
very elaborate bordura, and some of the recently revived weave patterns used for 
blankets, mattress covers and sheets. In the foreground (right) .of Ill. C a scale 
model of a Gozo boat with lateen sails (dgnajsa tal-latini) is just visible, while.a 
honeycomb (xehda) is seen .on the left. 

A few items of stone-ware and pottery on view at floor level (Ills. A-C) include a, 
square stone fire-stove known as kenur, a large belliedjar (qolla), a pitcher (qannata) 
and akind of earthenware lamp known as Imnara in glass case - Ill. A). 

Ill. D is made up of three sections. On the right there are various Gozitan lace 
motifs and a lace pillow (trajbu) armed with bobbins (combini) carved in various 
forms. The farming implements on the left include (1. to r.) an old leather sieve 
(gnarbiel), a plough (monriet) with sketches showing the Maltese names of its 
various parts, a winnowing shovel (midra) and a shQvel (tun) - the two latter used 
on the threshing floor (qiegna). The sketch (top right) shows an 01<i mule-drivel) 
mill (mitnna tal-miexi). 

The items in the centre illustrate the popular belief in the evil eye (l-gnajn). A 
protective cattle horn stands out pr.ominently, with a red bag attached to it contain
ing olive leaves bl<;:ssed on Palm Sunday and a piece of candle blesse<i on Candlemas 
Day (xemgna tal-Kandlora). There are pictures showing protective cattle horns on 
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the roof of farmhouses, and a 17th century magic script, in Arabic, credited with 
the occult power of recon ciling a Valletta girl to her lover. Hardly visible, inside the 
glass case, are various amulets against the evil eye - a curative ring for pterygium, 
an eye condition known as qarnita "octopus" - hence its popular name nGtem tal
qarnita, "octopus ring", fossilised shark's teeth known as St Paul's Tongue (ilsien 
San Paw!), single horn amulet (qarn), double amulet (qrun) formed by joining two 
cockspurs, or crab jaws, with a silver plate, and a cowrie shell (balibuna). 

Ill. E shows three primitive musical instruments that are still occasionally used, 
i.e. a tambourine (tanbur), bag-pipe (zaqq) made of goat-skin, and a friction drum 
(rabbaba or zavzava). 

A few other exhibits do not figure in the above illustrations, i.e. a spinning wheel 
(raddiena) , a swift used for winding cotton thread (imkebba) , a cane cheese drier 
(qannic), the traditional female "faldetta" head-dress (gnonnella), a cloak with hood 
attached (kabozza) formerly worn by men mostly at Gnarb, Gozo, and some items of 
local food and confectionary (qubbajt, sfineg, the Easter doll or figo lla , etc.) 

Some of the exhibits were loaned by the National Museum. The items illustrating 
the evil eye came from the private collections of Dr. G. Zammit Maempel and 
Dr. Ch. Cassar. Textile and lace exhibits were made available to the organisers 
through the Malta Crafts Centre (Centru Snajja' Maltin) run by the Department of 
Industry. The boat scale models were the work of Mr. E. Falzon, of Paola. Mr. G. 
Theuma, of the Malta Government Tourist Board, was responsible for the very 
effective photographic blow-ups. 
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